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Following best practices from Dell and Microsoft
can help enterprises design a high-performance
Microsoft® SQL Server ™ 2005 database on Dell ™
PowerEdge™ servers and Dell PowerVault ™ storage.
This article provides specific guidance and bestpractice recommendations in the areas of storage,
OS, and database configuration.

pplying best practices derived from laboratory and

•

design and configure reliable, high-performance

•
•

architectures that include Dell PowerEdge servers, Dell
PowerVault MD3000 Serial Attached SCSI (SAS) storage enclo-

Server-storage interconnect: The servers and storage
devices connect with SAS.

Microsoft SQL Server 2005 database solutions in enterprise
Related Categories:

Dell PowerEdge servers: The servers run Windows Server
2003 and SQL Server 2005.

database environments. Microsoft and Dell offer several best
practices for implementing, configuring, and managing

Client-server network: The connecting network consists
of network controllers, cables, and switches.

real-world experiences can help IT professionals

•

Dell PowerVault storage: The storage hardware supports
up to 45 drives.

Database

sures, and the Microsoft Windows Server® 2003 OS. Dell

Dell PowerEdge servers

PowerEdge servers are designed to deliver high performance

Preparing the storage systems

for critical enterprise applications such as databases, mes-

The physical disks in the Dell PowerVault MD3000 storage

saging, Web services, and infrastructure. The Dell PowerVault

array provide physical storage capacity for the SQL Server

MD3000 is a high-performance storage array built for critical

2005 database. Before data can be stored, the PowerVault

Storage

applications running on one, two, or a pair of clustered

MD3000 physical storage capacity must be configured into
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PowerEdge servers. By combining Dell PowerEdge servers with

components known as disk groups and virtual disks. A

for the complete category index.

Dell PowerVault MD3000 storage systems, administrators can

disk group is a set of physical disks that are logically

easily deploy PowerEdge servers as building blocks of data-

grouped and assigned a RAID level. Virtual disks are logical

base solutions. Working in tandem, Dell servers and storage

entities that the server uses to store data. Each disk group

can help consolidate and virtualize computing and storage

provides the overall capacity needed to create one or more

resources for SQL Server–based environments.

virtual disks.

Dell PowerVault storage
Microsoft SQL Server 2005

Figure 1 illustrates an architecture for SQL Server 2005

SQL Server 2005 uses three specific storage areas for

on Dell hardware. This architecture comprises the following

tempdb, the transaction log file, and data for user-defined

components:

databases. Tempdb is a shared working area for all databases on the server and for activities such as creating

•

38

Client systems: The clients access data stored within the

temporary tables, sorting, and processing sub-queries. The

SQL Server 2005 database.

transaction log file stores the details of modifications made
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“

Working in tandem, Dell servers and storage
can help consolidate and virtualize
computing and storage resources for
SQL Server–based environments.”

RAID-10 is considered the optimal choice
for SQL Server 2005 virtual disk implementation because it offers high performance and
fault tolerance by combining mirroring and
striping.2 When possible, the disk groups that
contain tempdb, the transaction logs, and virtual disks for the data files should be configured with RAID-10.
Because additional drives are required to
implement RAID-10, it may not be the preferred

Client
systems

sample disk group and virtual disk configuration

choice for certain databases. In these cases,

that separates tempdb, transaction logs, and

RAID-0 can be used for the tempdb virtual disk.

data files onto distinct physical disks.

If RAID-0 is used, however, loss of a tempdb disk
will affect system availability.

Creating disk groups and virtual disks
LAN/WAN

Dell PowerEdge server

Dell PowerVault MD3000
storage system

Dell PowerVault MD1000
expansion enclosure

Figure 1. Architectural overview for Microsoft
SQL Server 2005 on Dell hardware
to a SQL Server database along with the details

For the transaction log virtual disk, RAID-1

Microsoft recommends two common best prac-

can be used instead of RAID-10 because it pro-

tices with respect to storage configuration for

vides protection against drive hardware failure.

SQL Server 2005. The first best practice is to

For the virtual disks for the data files, RAID-5

spread database objects across multiple disk

provides a cost-effective alternative, especially

spindles; the second is to limit the number of

for predominantly read-only workloads such as

data files based on the number of processor

a data warehouse database. However, RAID-5 is

cores.1 For design simplicity and to help avoid

not suitable for heavy write workloads such as

the complexity introduced by having too many

an online transaction processing database,

virtual disks, the sample configurations

because it can have significantly lower write

described in this article also map the number

performance than other RAID levels due to the

of virtual disks for data to the number of proces-

reading and writing of parity blocks in addition

sor sockets. For example, a two-socket system

to the reading and writing of database data.

(with either dual-core or quad-core processors)
would have two virtual disks for data. Figure 3

Configuring the OS and the file system

illustrates sample virtual disk configurations

As mentioned in the preceding section,

and sizes for four-socket host servers.

Microsoft recommends that the number of

of the transactions that performed each modification. Data for user-defined databases is
stored in a separate data storage area. This
data file contains user-defined database

Tempdb
RAID-0

Transaction
logs
RAID-1

Data1
RAID-5

Data2
RAID-5

Hot
spare

objects such as tables, indexes, and stored
procedures.
Microsoft best practices recommend separating the tempdb and transaction log files onto
separate physical disks—which, for the Dell
PowerVault MD3000, means separating these
files onto their own virtual disks on separate disk
groups. This separation can enhance I/O performance by ensuring that these files do not share
the same physical disks. Figure 2 illustrates a

Figure 2. Separation of tempdb, transaction logs, and data files onto distinct physical disks
within a Dell PowerVault MD3000 storage array

1

“Storage Top 10 Best Practices,” by Microsoft, Microsoft TechNet, October 17, 2006, www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/sql/bestpractice/storage-top-10.mspx.

2

“Physical Database Storage Design,” by Kathy Lu and Lewis Bruck, Microsoft TechNet, February 12, 2007, www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/sql/2005/physdbstor.mspx.
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can support up to 64 GB of physical memory on
Virtual disk

Minimum size

RAID level

Use

Data1

25% of the database size

RAID-10; for read-only, RAID-5

Data

Windows Server 2003.
AWE applies to 32-bit operating systems
with more than 4 GB of physical memory. By

Data2

25% of the database size

RAID-10; for read-only, RAID-5

Data

Data3

25% of the database size

RAID-10; for read-only, RAID-5

Data

reserves 2 GB of memory for the OS and leaves

Data4

25% of the database size

RAID-10; for read-only, RAID-5

Data

2 GB of available process address space—

Tempdb

Variable (depends on the required tempdb size)

RAID-10 or RAID-0

Tempdb

Transaction logs

10% of the database size

RAID-10 or RAID-1

Logs

default, the 32-bit Windows Server 2003 OS

known as user-mode virtual address space—to
applications. Windows Server 2003 has a boot.
ini switch called /3GB that provides applications access to 3 GB of process address space

Figure 3. Recommended disk configurations for four-socket servers running Microsoft
SQL Server 2005

and limits the OS to 1 GB of physical memory.
For a system with less than 16 GB of physical
memory, a /3GB switch and a Physical Address

Drive
letter

Folder names

Format

Use

Extension switch (/PAE) should be added to the
boot.ini file. For a system with more than 16 GB

G:

MSS_DATA_1, MSS_DATA_2

NTFS 64 KB

Data

of physical memory, a /PAE switch should be

H:

MSS_DATA_3, MSS_DATA_4

NTFS 64 KB

Data

added to the boot.ini file.

I:

MSS_DATA_5, MSS_DATA_6

NTFS 64 KB

Data

J:

MSS_DATA_7, MSS_DATA_8

NTFS 64 KB

Data

“Maximize data throughput for network appli-

K:

TEMPDB_DATA_1, TEMPDB_DATA_2, TEMPDB_DATA_3, TEMPDB_DATA_4,
TEMPDB_DATA_5, TEMPDB_DATA_6, TEMPDB_DATA_7, TEMPDB_DATA_8

NTFS 64 KB

Tempdb

cations” option is selected in the Network

MSS_LOG1, TEMPDB_LOG1

NTFS 64 KB

L:

To enable AWE for SQL Server 2005,
administrators should make sure that the

Connections section of the Control Panel.
Logs

Figure 4. Sample file system configurations for four-socket, dual-core servers running Microsoft
SQL Server 2005

This option may limit the available memory
to SQL Server operations because it gives
priority to applications that perform buffered
I/O operations by caching their I/O pages in
system cache.

data files configured for a SQL Server 2005

File System (NTFS) with 64 KB clusters. Figure 4

database equal the total number of processor

illustrates sample file system configurations for

Configuring Microsoft SQL Server 2005

cores installed on the server to achieve opti-

four-socket, dual-core host servers.

Installing SQL Server 2005 builds a single

mal performance and scalability for heavy

tempdb data file by default. When the database
is initially created, the tempdb files are placed

described in this article, the number of virtual

Using Microsoft Windows Address
Windowing Extensions

disks for data is equal to the number of physi-

Microsoft Windows Address Windowing

practices recommend moving the tempdb files

cal processor sockets. Each virtual disk cre-

Extensions (AWE) extend Windows memory

to external disk drives dedicated for tempdb

ated in the storage system is mapped to an OS

management to allow applications to address

files. Also, creating additional tempdb data

file partition. Therefore, within each partition

more memory than the standard 32-bit address-

files can help avoid latch contention on alloca-

used for data, the recommended number of

ing space of 2–3 GB. With AWE, SQL Server 2005

tion pages and help solve I/O performance

workloads. Also, in the configurations

on the server’s internal drives. Microsoft best

data files should equal the number of cores
per processor socket. For example, a foursocket, dual-core system should have two
data files for each data partition. The number
of tempdb data files should also equal the
number of processor cores.
Each OS file partition is assigned a unique
drive letter. Microsoft best practices recommend that all partitions be formatted using NT
40
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“ By

combining Dell PowerEdge servers with Dell

PowerVault MD3000 storage systems, administrators can easily deploy PowerEdge servers as
building blocks of database solutions.”
Reprinted from Dell Power Solutions, November 2007. Copyright © 2007 Dell Inc. All rights reserved.

“ The best practices described here are intended to
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the allocation mechanism, all tempdb data files
should be equal in size.

Enabling Address Windowing Extensions

primary focuses include multitiered architec-

By default, the autogrow option is enabled

To enable AWE on SQL Server 2005, the SQL

tures with zero-downtime tolerances and high-

for tempdb files. However, expanding tempdb

Server 2005 engine must run under a

performance transaction systems.

too frequently can lead to performance degrada-

Windows account that has the “Lock pages

tion. To avoid this issue, Microsoft recommends

in memory” option assigned (this option is
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pre-allocating the tempdb space with enough
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allows SQL Server 2005 to keep data in
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Microsoft-recommended FILEGROWTH incre-

tors should use the s p _ c o n f i g u r e

ment setting is 10 percent.3

command to set the awe enabled option

When a new data file is created or a data

to 1, and restart SQL Server 2005.

file expands as a result of the autogrow funczeros are automatically written to the file

Following best practices for optimal
database performance

before it can be used. This file-zeroing pro-

Maximizing the performance of databases

cess can be time-consuming and can lead to

and their supporting storage systems while

application time-out, especially during the

reducing management complexity can be

autogrow activity.

critical for a growing enterprise. This article

tion, the pages in the file are initialized—

One of the major improvements in SQL

provides a blueprint for configuring a stand-

Server 2005 is the instant file initialization

alone Microsoft SQL Server 2005 database

feature. This feature skips the file-zeroing

on Dell PowerEdge servers and Dell

process; instead, the pages in the data file

PowerVault MD3000 storage arrays. The best

are overwritten with new data when pages are

practices described here are intended to

actually allocated. In February 2007, Microsoft

help achieve optimal performance of SQL

conducted in-house tests of file creation and

Server 2005, simplify operations, increase

growth processes that showed a significant

resource utilization, and cost-effectively

performance increase when using this

scale systems as an organization’s needs

feature. For example, the time required to

change over time.

QUICK LINKs
Microsoft SQL Server 2005:
www.microsoft.com/sql
Microsoft SQL Server TechCenter:
technet.microsoft.com/sqlserver
Dell database solutions for
Microsoft SQL Server 2005:
DELL.COM/SQL
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For more information about configuring tempdb files, see “Working with tempdb in SQL Server 2005,” by Wei Xiao, Matt Hink, Mirek, and Sunil Agarwal, Microsoft TechNet, June 26, 2006, www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/sql/2005/workingwithtempdb.mspx.
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“Physical Database Storage Design,” by Kathy Lu and Lewis Bruck, Microsoft TechNet, February 12, 2007, www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/sql/2005/physdbstor.mspx.
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